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We consider a toy model for non-local quantum correlations in which nature resorts to some
form of hidden signaling (i.e., signaling between boxes but not available to the users) to generate
correlations. We show that if such a model also had memory, the parties would be able to exploit
the hidden-signaling and use it to send a message, achieving faster-than-light communication. Given
that memory is a resource easily available for any physical system, our results add evidence against
hidden signaling as the mechanism behind nature’s non-local behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the seminal work by Bell [1], it is known that
some correlations allowed by quantum mechanics cannot
be obtained by means of local hidden-variable models.
In other words, quantum mechanics exhibits correlations
that are impossible to describe within a model that is
both local and realistic. Another feature of quantum
correlations is that of being non-signaling, i.e., they can-
not give place to faster-than-light communication. Thus,
quantum correlations cannot be explained via a classi-
cal model without communication. In fact, several stud-
ies quantify the amount of classical communication that
is needed to reproduce Bell correlations [2–5]. Here we
are interested in possible mechanisms by which nature
gives rise to this kind of non-local correlations. A pos-
sible approach to account for a deterministic description
of non-local correlations is to resort to some signaling
mechanism. However, since quantum correlations are
non-signaling, this mechanism should be restricted to the
hidden variables level, not reaching the phenomenologi-
cal one. In this respect, a paradigmatic example of a
deterministic non-local theory that exhibits signaling at
the hidden-variable level is Bohmian mechanics [6].
In a standard Bell scenario, a source prepares a pair
of particles in some state, and then each particle is sent
to two distant observers which implement random mea-
surements chosen from a finite set. The experiment is
repeated many times and the observers collect the data.
This situation is usually represented by two abstract
boxes that receive inputs and give some outputs as a re-
sult. In [7] a deterministic model with hidden-signaling
between these boxes was considered and it was shown
that if the outputs of the boxes were generated using a
computable function, the parties could signal each other.
Thus, deterministic models reproducing non-local corre-
lations must be uncomputable. One could also consider
situations in which the outputs of the boxes are affected
by the results of previous rounds, that is, a situation
where the outputs are conditioned by the memory of
the devices. While not in the context of a deterministic
description of non-local correlations, Bell scenarios with
memory were also extensively studied [8–12]. In [8] it
was shown that even in the presence of memory between
rounds a sufficiently large violation of a Bell inequality
suffices to prove non-locality (see also [13]).
In this paper we consider a model for non-local corre-
lations that combines both situations: hidden-signaling
(i.e., a hidden communication among the devices that
is not available to the agents) and memory. We
demonstrate that the presence of memory turn hidden-
singnaling into a resource to instantly communicate in-
formation, since it allows the agents to signal each other.
Given that memory is a common resource in nature, these
results add evidence against hidden-signaling as a model
for non-local correlations. Notably, this scenario differs
from the one consider in [7], since we allow computable
and uncomputable boxes. In this case, we show that even
if the boxes produce their outputs in an uncomputable
fashion, hidden-signaling is not allowed unless there is
some strange self-censorship mechanism by which na-
ture forbids itself from keeping record of the past. More
specifically, our result shows that if nature uses any kind
of hidden signaling between the parties, then it has to
be unable to remember the previous rounds (otherwise,
this hidden-signaling could be extracted by the parties to
send information superluminally.)
The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we in-
troduce the model and the hidden signaling mechanism.
In Sec. III, first we check that it is possible to reproduce
non-local correlations with hidden-signaling schemes, and
then we report our main results showing that hidden-
signaling plus memory allow the parties to signal each
other. In Sec. IV, we describe a sampling protocol needed
to achieve the signaling. Finally, we give a summary of
our results.
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2II. SCENARIO
We consider a Bell-like scenario with two parties, Al-
ice and Bob, each of which with access to a box with two
measurement choices and two possible outcomes. We de-
fine xn and yn as the inputs (measurement choices) for
Alice and Bob, respectively, in the n-th round. Simi-
larly, an and bn are the outputs (measurement results)
obtained by Alice and Bob in that round. Before mov-
ing on, we should be clear about our notation. As
we will be dealing with sequences of inputs and out-
puts (in the sense that we will need to refer to the in-
puts/outputs of previous or forthcoming rounds), we will
refer to p(an, bn|xn, yn) to the probability of observing
the outputs an, bn on the n–th round of an experiment
given inputs xn, yn on the same round. We can also write
probabilities such as p(an, bn−1|xn, yn−1) as the proba-
bility of observing the symbol an as Alice’s output on
the n–th round and bn−1 as Bob’s output on the previ-
ous round, while having as input for Alice xn on the n–th
round and for Bob yn−1 in the previous round. The sym-
bols a and b will be used for outputs (for Alice and Bob
respectively), with subindexes for the round number, and
x and y for the inputs, with corresponding subindexes.
We make the usual assumption that the relative fre-
quencies of the outputs, given the inputs, are indepen-
dent of the round. That is, we have
p(an, bn|xn, yn) = p(am, bm|xm, ym) ∀n,m ∈ N , (1)
for some fixed quantum and non-local distribution
p(a, b|x, y). In particular, we are concerned with possible
mechanisms that nature could use to produce non-local,
but also non-signaling, distributions. A distribution is
non-signaling when its marginals are well defined, that is
p(an|xn) =
∑
b
p(an, bn|xn, yn) (2)
is independent of y, and similarly for Bob’s side [14].
It is known that deterministic models that reproduce
these kind of correlations require the existence of hid-
den signaling between the parties [7, 15–20]. However,
it is important to remark that the existence of a hidden-
signaling mechanism does not trigger, in principle, any
conflict with special relativity. Whether this assump-
tion can have undesirable effects at the observational
level (i.e, whether there is effective faster-than-light in-
formation transfer) depends upon the nature of the de-
terministic functions that describe the inner working of
the boxes. Undesirable effects arise, for example, when
the outputs are computable functions of both inputs and
of the round number, as we have already mentioned [7].
Now we will analyze when we allow nature to keep record
of the hidden-signaling of previous rounds and use this
information to produce the next output.
Figure 1 schematizes the local model of one-way hid-
den signaling that we consider in this work. Alice’s box
Figure 1. Alice and Bob run a Bell-like experiment by imple-
menting measurements in their distant labs. On each round,
a hidden signal that depends on Bob’s input and/or output
is available to Alice’s box. Both boxes also share the value of
a hidden variable λn.
Figure 2. Example of physically equivalent functions f :
{0, 1}2 → {0, 1}2. Left and right relations are different, but
they both correspond to the case in which the information be-
ing transmitted from Bob’s side is f(y, b) = y ⊕ b. The func-
tion is determined once its domain is partitioned, therefore
the corresponding values on the target set have no physical
meaning.
generates its output using the value of its input, a hid-
den variable shared with Bob and the value of a func-
tion f : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}2 of the two local variables on
Bob’s side that is hiddenly signaled from Bob’s box to
Alice’s. We will adopt the natural assumption of unifor-
mity, that is, the information being signaled between the
boxes (not known a priori) is the same for all behaviors
p(ab|xy) ∈ Q, the convex set of quantum behaviors. For
simplicity, we will first consider the simplest case, when
there is only one bit of one-way hidden signaling between
the boxes (that is enough to reproduce non locality in
the memoryless case) and nature uses only the preceding
round to produce the next pair of outputs. The general-
ization to signaling of more than one bit and/or memory
of multiple rounds will be straightforward.
Notice that all 256 possible functions f : {0, 1}2 →
{0, 1}2 can be split in classes that correspond to phys-
ically equivalent situations. Each of these classes can
be thought of as a partition of the set {0, 1}2. Figure 2
schematizes this fact for the case f(y, b) = y⊕b, where ⊕
denotes modulo 2 addition. There are 15 possible parti-
tions of a set of 4 elements, so there are 15 physically rel-
evant functions that can be signaled between the boxes,
and one of them corresponds to the constant function,
which does not carry any information, so we are left with
14 relevant functions.
Suppose that we look at the local statistics on Alice’s
3side. The fact that there is hidden signaling between
the boxes in a given round implies that Alice’s box has
access to some kind of information about Bob’s input
and/or output on that round. If nature keeps record of
the hidden signaling of the previous round and uses it to
generate the next output, then the following hypothesis
must hold:
Hypothesis 1 (Memory). The conditional probability
distribution p (an|xn, xn−1, f(yn, bn), f(yn−1, bn−1)) has
a non-trivial dependence on f(yn−1, bn−1).
For p (an|xn, xn−1, f(yn, bn), f(yn−1, bn−1)) to have
a non-trivial dependence on f(yn−1, bn−1) is to
say that there exist an, xn, xn−1, yn and bn
such that p (an|xn, xn−1, f(yn, bn), f(yn−1, bn−1)) 6=
p
(
an|xn, xn−1, f(yn, bn), f(y′n−1, b′n−1)
)
, at least for a
pair y′n−1, b′n−1 such that f(y′n−1, b′n−1) 6= f(yn−1, bn−1).
If Nature uses a hidden signaling mechanism to pro-
duce the non-local correlations then, given that memory
is a widely available resource in Nature, it must also be
compatible with special relativity when the boxes are al-
lowed to keep record of this signaling. However, we are
going to show that Hypothesis 1, when specializing on
some given non-local quantum distributions, leads to a
scenario in which Alice and Bob could communicate su-
perluminally.
Now, we proceed to study what happens when Hypoth-
esis 1 holds for particular instances of the function f . We
will start by considering one bit functions corresponding
to either Bob’s input or output. Those cases cover the
key points of our argument and, later, can easily be ex-
tended to more general functions.
III. ONE BIT OF HIDDEN SIGNALING FROM
BOB’S SIDE
Our argument has two main ingredients: first we check
that hidden signaling of a given function is enough to
reproduce non-local correlations in a deterministic mem-
oryless scenario, and then we show that if memory is
allowed, this resource would allow Alice and Bob to com-
municate instantly, thus reaching a contradiction with
special relativity. In the following two sections we follow
this strategy in detail for the cases in which the function
f that is signaled corresponds to either Bob’s input or
output. Then we generalize the idea for broader func-
tions.
A. Signaling of Bob’s input
Let us first consider the case in which Alice’s box re-
ceives in each round the bit associated to the value of
Bob’s input. That is, Hypothesis 1 holds with f(y, b) =
y. This example covers all the functions f : {0, 1}2 →
{0, 1}2 for which the domain is split into two subsets,
y = 0 and y = 1, with two elements each. Our goal
is to show that Alice, by looking at her local data in a
given round, can infer something about Bob’s input of
the previous round.
The first step is to show that any non-signaling dis-
tribution p(ab|xy) can be reproduced by the scheme of
Figure 1 with f(b, y) = y. In the (2, 2, 2) scenario (that
is a scenario with two parties, each one with two inputs
and two outputs), an arbitrary non-signaling distribution
can be written as a convex combination of the 24 vertices
of the non-signaling polytope. Out of those 24 vertices,
16 correspond to the deterministic behaviors, which are
trivial to reproduce in this scheme, given that they don’t
require neither hidden signaling nor a shared hidden vari-
able between the parties. The remaining vertices are the
eight relabelings of inputs and outputs of the well-known
PR boxes [14], which satisfy that, locally, the boxes are
just unbiased coins (namely, p(a|x) = p(b|y) = 1/2) and
a⊕ b = xy , (3)
for every round. If we are able to reproduce each of
this behaviors with our scheme, then we can reproduce
any non-signaling distribution, because all vertices can be
implemented in this way and any convex combination can
be simulated by conditioning the response of the boxes
to the value of a shared hidden variable.
To reproduce PR boxes under the scheme of Figure 1,
consider that λn is, for all n, a random unbiased bit and
that Bob’s output is the following deterministic function
of his input and the hidden variable
bn = yn ⊕ λn , (4)
which automatically satisfies p(b|y) = 1/2. Now, since
in each round Alice’s box has access to yn due to the
hidden signaling, its output can be given by the following
deterministic function
an = xnyn ⊕ yn ⊕ λn . (5)
At first sight, the fact that an depends explicitly upon
yn could seem to violate the non-signaling condition, but
it is easy to check that p(an|xnyn) = 1/2, thus the local
statistics is unbiased on both sides. Now, from the last
two equations, we have
an ⊕ bn = (yn ⊕ λn)⊕ (xnyn ⊕ yn ⊕ λn) = xnyn , (6)
and then the PR condition (3) is satisfied for every round.
We have shown that the correlations given by PR boxes
can be reproduced by a deterministic model with one-
way hidden signaling of one side’s input. As we said
before, the other non-local vertices can be obtained from
this model by re-labeling inputs and outputs; and the
local vertices are trivially reproduced in this scheme, so
we conclude that any non-signaling correlation can be
obtained in this manner. In the next step, we show that
the presence of memory allow the parties to extract the
hidden-signaling and use it for communication.
4Hypothesis 1 in the current situation reduces to the
statement that
p(an|xn = x˜, xn−1 = ˜˜x, yn = y˜, yn−1 = y) 6=
p(an|xn = x˜, xn−1 = ˜˜x, yn = y˜, yn−1 = y′)
(7)
if y 6= y′, for some fixed x˜, ˜˜x and y˜. Now, if Alice
and Bob have knowledge of the probability distribution
p(an|xn, xn−1, yn, yn−1) (something that is possible, as
we will see in Sec. IV), then they can agree to do the fol-
lowing: on odd rounds, Alice chooses x˜ as her input and
Bob chooses y˜. On even rounds, Alice chooses ˜˜x and Bob
chooses the bit he wants to send to Alice. In this way, the
probability distribution of Alice’s outputs in odd rounds
is given by
p(a2n+1 = 0|x˜, ˜˜x, y˜, y2n = 0) ≡ α ,
p(a2n+1 = 0|x˜, ˜˜x, y˜, y2n = 1) ≡ β ,
(8)
where Eq. (7) ensures that α 6= β are two probabilities
known by Alice and Bob. If they stick to this strategy,
in the limit of infinitely many rounds Alice will see that
the fraction of times that her device outputs a zero in
the odd rounds is either α or β; and from this informa-
tion she can tell which is the bit that Bob is trying to
send. As we will see in Sec. IV, if they are restricted
to a finite number of rounds, Alice can use this infor-
mation to guess Bob’s input in even rounds with some
probability of success greater than 1/2, and hence they
are able to communicate within this scenario. Of course,
this conflicts with special relativity, because one can al-
ways fix the distance between the parties and the time
between rounds in such a way that this communication
is faster-than-light.
B. Signaling of Bob’s output
Now we consider the situation in which Hypothesis 1
holds with f(y, b) = b. That is, Alice’s box receives Bob’s
output. We will start by showing that the hidden signal-
ing of this variable gives rise to a plausible deterministic
model of non-local correlations. Like in the previous case,
it is sufficient to show that we can reproduce PR boxes
within this scheme. Again, we can take λn to be a fair
coin tossing for all n and set
bn = yn ⊕ λn ∀n ∈ N , (9)
which satisfies that bn is locally a random unbiased bit
independent of yn. The PR condition (3) requires that
an = xnyn ⊕ bn ∀n ∈ N . (10)
Given that Alice’s box has access to λn and bn, and
Eq. (9) allows us to write yn as bn ⊕ λn, this can be
achieved by setting
an = xn(bn ⊕ λn)⊕ bn ∀n ∈ N , (11)
which automatically matches the PR condition for every
round and also satisfies the condition of locally unbiased
statistics for Alice’s variables.
In this case, Hypothesis 1 says that
p(an|xn = x˜, xn−1 = ˜˜x, bn = b˜, bn−1 = b) 6=
p(an|xn = x˜, xn−1 = ˜˜x, bn = b˜, b′n−1 = b′)
(12)
if b 6= b′, for some fixed x˜, ˜˜x and b˜. Unlike the previous
case, where memory immediately allowed Alice to infer
something about Bob’s input, here we have that the bias
in the local distribution of Alice is modified by Bob’s
output, which is something that he, in principle, has no
control over. This makes our argument a little more con-
voluted; and we will need to fix the distribution p(ab|xy)
in a convenient manner in order to reach a communica-
tion protocol.
First, note that there are distributions for which Bob
has perfect control over his outputs: the vertices of the
local polytope are deterministic behaviors, which include,
for example, the case of boxes that output just a copy
of the input. Furthermore, in the (2, 2, 2) scenario, we
know that the local polytope has 24 facets, 8 of which
correspond to CHSH-like inequalities [21, 22] and that
for any local behavior lying on such a facet, there exist
non-local and quantum behaviors arbitrarily close to it.
Let pv(ab|xy) be a vertex of the local polytope such
that pv(b|y) = δby (that is, Bob’s output is just a copy
of his input). It is easy to check that this behavior lies
on one of the eight CHSH facets. We then consider a
scenario where the round-to-round distribution is such
that
p(anbn|xnyn) ' pv(anbn|xnyn) ∀n ∈ N , (13)
where the ' symbol means that p(anbn|xnyn) is a
quantum, non-local distribution arbitrarily close to
pv(anbn|xnyn). In this case, we can write
p(a2n+1 = 0|x˜, ˜˜x, b˜, b2n = 0) ≡ α ,
p(a2n+1 = 1|x˜, ˜˜x, b˜, b2n = 1) ≡ β ,
(14)
where, again, we have α 6= β by hypothesis. If, like in the
previous case, Alice always chooses x˜ as her input in odd
rounds and ˜˜x in the even ones, we can write the previous
lines in their frequentist versions
lim
n→∞
#
{
i < n / (a2i+1, b2i+1, b2i) = (0, b˜,
˜˜
b)
}
#
{
i < n / (b2i+1, b2i) = (b˜,
˜˜
b)
} = α ,
lim
n→∞
#
{
i < n / (a2i+1, b2i+1, b2i) = (1, b˜,
˜˜
b)
}
#
{
i < n / (b2i+1, b2i) = (b˜,
˜˜
b)
} = β ,
(15)
where #? is the cardinal number of the set ?. Because of
the particular distribution we are considering, the rounds
5on which Bob’s box outputs 0 or 1 are (almost) the same
rounds in which those are, respectively, his inputs. Then,
we can write
p(a2n+1 = 0|x˜, ˜˜x, y2n+1 = b˜, y2n = 0) ' α ,
p(a2n+1 = 1|x˜, ˜˜x, y2n+1 = b˜, y2n = 1) ' β ,
(16)
and, as before, the ' symbol means that both members
in the equation can be made arbitrarily close by choosing
the round to round distribution properly. At this point,
we see that if Alice and Bob are able to reconstruct those
probability distributions (which, as we will show below,
they are), then Alice can proceed in the same way as in
the previous subsection and the same contradiction with
special relativity arises.
C. Signaling of other one bit functions
From the two previous sections, it is clear that if we
want to show that a deterministic model for non-local
correlations based on hidden signaling is not compati-
ble with the existence of memory and the restrictions
imposed by causality, there are two conditions that the
function being signaled must satisfy. First, a memory-
less hidden variable model of non-local correlations using
this hidden signaling must exist (otherwise, there is no
interest in studying its physical implications when adding
memory to it). Second, it seems necessary to find certain
non-local and quantum distributions p(ab|xy) such that
Bob has control over the value of the function being sig-
naled, as we did in the case in which f(b, y) = b. This
is crucial in order to make communication possible be-
tween the parties, but it was not required for f(b, y) = y,
rendering the result independent of the particular distri-
bution. In that case, the bit that is signaled is directly
chosen by Bob (this is the main difference between those
two cases).
The one-bit functions that were not considered so far
are the XOR function f(y, b) = y ⊕ b (that is, one bit
indicating whether Bob’s input and output are equal or
not); and all possible relabelings of the AND function,
f(y, b) = yb. For the XOR function, it is easy to check
that if Alice and Bob share the result of a fair coin λ and
set
b = λ ,
a = x [λ⊕ (y ⊕ b)]⊕ λ , (17)
on each round, then the round to round distribution
p(ab|xy) is the same as the one given by PR boxes. Ther-
fore, a shared hidden variable and the signalization of
y ⊕ b from Bob’s side to Alice’s side is enough to repro-
duce any non-local behavior (by the same arguments of
the previous sections). In addition, if we consider a lo-
cal vertex for which Bob’s box always outputs the same
value independently of the input, then Bob can clearly
decide the value of y ⊕ b on each round. Again, this ver-
tex lies on a CHSH facet, so taking a quantum non-local
distribution arbitrarily close to this vertex, we reach a
contradiction with causality from Hypothesis 1, and we
can proceed exactly in the same way as in Sec. III B.
For the AND function (f(y, b) = yb), one can notice
that the same distribution considered in the previous
paragraph (a non-local behavior for which Bob’s box out-
puts b = 1 almost always) allows Bob to control the value
of f(y, b) = yb. However, hidden signaling of yb is not
enough to reproduce non-local correlations in this sce-
nario. To see this, notice that in order to satisfy the
PR condition a = xy ⊕ b in all rounds, Alice’s box must
have access to both y and b. In the previous cases, this
was accomplished using the signaled bit and the shared
bit λ, but given that the AND function does not always
contain one bit of information (consider the case when
f(y, b) = yb = 0), it is not possible for Alice’s box to
output a = xy⊕ b in all rounds. Thus, it is not necessary
to consider this case. However, it will be important to
keep in mind that there are non-local quantum behav-
iors in which Bob has control over the value of the AND
function of his local variables.
D. More general functions
We have considered all one bit functions, now we will
show that our main result still holds in the case of a
general function f : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}2.
First, recall that when Hypothesis 1 holds,
for each f we obtain a different distribution
p (an|xn, xn−1, f(yn, bn), f(yn−1, bn−1)). Now, no-
tice that the set of four possible values for Bob’s
variables, {y, b} ∈ {0, 1}2, splits into at least two
subsets, one for each value of f(yn−1, bn−1). Since the
partition induced by f is always a refinement of this
partition, and both partitions consist of two subsets,
they necessarily match in the one bit function case.
The remaining functions we need to consider corre-
spond to partitions of {0, 1}2 into more than two subsets,
and hence they are refinements of the ones studied in the
previous sections. Therefore, Alice can use memory ef-
fects to gather at least the same information of Bob’s
variables in the previous round. There is one extra issue
in this case that is not present when the signal is a one-
bit function. As we said before, for two-set partitions
of Bob’s variables (one-bit functions of y and b), we can
always find a non-local and quantum behavior p(ab|xy)
that allows Bob to have control over which of the two
partitions will contain the values of his local variables.
Therefore, we can always find situations in which Bob can
freely manipulate the value of f(yn−1, bn−1) which has an
effect on the statistics for an, but it is not necessarily true
that he will be able to fix the value of f(yn, bn) which ap-
pears on Hypothesis 1 (this was possible in the one-bit
case because the two partitions were the same). If this
were the case, then the protocol presented in previous
section could fail, but this problem can be avoided consid-
ering a new, sufficiently close, behavior for which Bob can
6force some bias on the value of f(yn, bn). For example, if
Hypothesis 1 holds with f(yn, bn) = bn and we are consid-
ering a behavior p(ab|xy) for which p(b|y) = 1/2 ∀y, the
protocol presented is useless for communication, given
that Bob could not fix the value of f on odd rounds;
but considering a quantum and non local behavior of the
form
(1− µ)p(ab|xy) + µpv(ab|xy) , (18)
where pv(ab|xy) is the same local vertex considered in
Sec. III B, then for any µ ∈ (0, 1], Bob can induce
some bias on the values of f(y, b) on odd rounds and
he will still be able, on even rounds, to do so with the
one bit function associated with memory effects. More-
over, if µ is small enough, Hypothesis 1 still ensures
a finite difference between the two relevant values of
p (an|xn, xn−1, f(yn, bn), f(yn−1, bn−1)) so, following the
same protocol as before, Alice’s local statistics on a given
round will have a non trivial dependence on Bob’s inputs
in the previous round, and the contradiction with special
relativity immediately follows. This finally shows that
hidden signaling of an arbitrary function of Bob’s vari-
ables plus Hypothesis 1, leads to a conflict with causality.
IV. SAMPLING AND SIGNALIZATION
PROTOCOL
In the previous sections we showed that, as long as
Alice and Bob are able to infer the probability distri-
bution p (an|xn, xn−1, f(yn, bn), f(yn−1, bn−1)), Hypoth-
esis 1 cannot hold without contradicting special relativ-
ity. To complete our argument, we must show that it is
in fact possible for Alice to learn how her outputs are
biased by Bob’s variables.
First, it is important to note that, a priori, Alice and
Bob do not know which function f(y, b) is being hid-
denly signaled between their boxes. As we will see, in
general they cannot directly access to this information,
however they can devise a strategy to use it for com-
munication. The main idea behind the sampling pro-
tocol is quite simple: if Alice and Bob choose their
inputs randomly, and Bob sends his local information
through a classical channel to Alice, then she can sam-
ple p(an|xn, yn, bn, xn−1, yn−1, bn−1). Note that there are
64 of these probabilities which are relevant (but it is
enough to sample them with an = 0 , since the remain-
ing ones can be obtained by normalization). It is useful
to set the notation Gyn−1,bn−1(xn, xn−1, yn, bn) ≡ p(an =
0|xn, yn, bn, xn−1, yn−1, bn−1). Hypothesis 1 then indi-
cates that there is at least one choice of y, b, y˜, b˜ such
that f(y, b) 6= f(y˜, b˜) and
Gy,b 6= Gy˜,b˜, (19)
as functions of their four arguments. Now we see why,
in general, Alice and Bob cannot decide which function
f(y, b) is being signaled between the boxes. Eq. (19)
does not necessarily hold for all choices of y, b, y˜, b˜ when
f(y, b) 6= f(y˜, b˜), so the sampling protocol only allows
them to obtain a coarse-grained version of f(y, b) (just
the instances of it carrying a detectable memory effect
on Alice’s side). In other words, the sampling protocol
allows them to distinguish the partitions of the set {0, 1}2
induced by the memory effects but not necessarily the
finer partitions induced by the signaled function.
Now, if there were no memory, we should have
Gyn−1,bn−1(xn, xn−1, yn, bn) = p(an = 0|xnynbn) (20)
for all yn−1, bn−1 and xn−1. The right hand side of the
last equation can easily be obtained from the round to
round distribution and is, therefore, known by Alice. The
protocol is then the following: first, there is a learning
stage in which Alice and Bob pick their inputs randomly
and share their results through a classical channel. As
rounds go by, given that their inputs are being chosen
randomly, all possible sequences of outcomes will occur
and they can estimate each Gyn−1,bn−1(xn, xn−1, yn, bn)
as the relative frequencies of each string. The differ-
ence between their estimation and the actual value of
Gyn−1,bn−1(xn, xn−1, yn, bn) can be easily bounded and it
is a decreasing function of the number of rounds they
have shared. When the number of shared rounds is such
that the error is small enough to be sure that a discrep-
ancy was found between the actual functions Gyn−1,bn−1
and their expected values in the memoryless case (see
Eq. (20)), then they are in a position to start applying
the signalization protocol. This protocol was mentioned
briefly in the previous sections, and we will proceed to
describe it in more detail.
Given the uniformity assumption, the specific function
that is being signaled is not relevant to this analysis,
if Hypothesis 1 holds, there is always a non-local and
quantum behavior p(ab|xy) for which
p(a2n+1 = 0|x˜, ˜˜x, y˜, y2n = 0) = α ,
p(a2n+1 = 0|x˜, ˜˜x, y˜, y2n = 1) = β ,
(21)
where x˜, ˜˜x and y˜ are fixed input choices for x2n+1, x2n
and y2n+1 respectively; and α 6= β are two probabilities
known by Alice and Bob after the learning stage. If Bob
chooses y˜ as his input in odd rounds and always his secret
message as his input in the even ones, and Alice stick to
her task of choosing x˜ and ˜˜x as her inputs in odd and
even rounds respectively then she should expect to see
outputs with a fraction α of zeros in the odd rounds if
Bob’s message y = 0, and a fraction β of zeros when
Bob’s message is y = 1. At this point it becomes clear
that this procedure allows her to guess something about
Bob’s secret message with some probability of success
different from 1/2 (which already triggers a contradiction
with causality). But now we will see that, in fact, they
can devise a strategy to communicate with probability of
success arbitrarily close to 1.
Let us consider that Alice and Bob shared 2N rounds
under the signalization protocol, then Alice’s outputs in
7odd rounds will be equivalent toN tosses of a biased coin.
Except that if Bob is trying to send her the bit y = 0 the
fraction of zeros for this coin would be α, and it will β for
y = 1. Intuitively, it is clear that Alice’s certainty about
which coin is being tossed will increase with the num-
ber of rounds and also with the difference between α and
β. Notice also that the distribution of Alice’s outputs
in odd rounds is given by binomial distributions with
success probabilities α and β respectively, both with a
number of trials equal to N . For a binomial distribution
with parameters N and p, the mean value and standard
deviation are Np and
√
Np(1− p) respectively. If, with-
out loss of generality, we assume that α < β, we can fix
N as the smallest natural number such that
Nα+ k
√
Nα(1− α) < Nβ − k
√
Nβ(1− β) , (22)
where k is a positive number that quantifyes the overlap
between both distributions. By equating the expression,
it is easy to see that N should be the smallest natural
number such that
N >
k2
(√
α(1− α) +√β(1− β))2
(β − α)2 . (23)
As k increases, so do N and Alice’s ability to distin-
guish between coins. For instance, for k = 3 we have the
higher tail and lower tail of each distribution intersect-
ing at three standard deviations from each mean value.
An example is plotted in Fig. 3. For large N , this dis-
tribution can be approximated by a normal distribution
with the same mean value and standard deviation. So,
if we fix N using the previous equation for k = 3, when
the fraction of zeros observed by Alice lies in the α (β)
region, she has a confidence level of 99.7% that Bob is
not pressing y = 0 (y = 1) in his even rounds. Of course,
this confidence level can be made as large as they want
by increasing the value of N . If they follow the signal-
ization protocol, then Alice can infer Bob’s input in even
rounds, achieving one bit of communication after the 2N
rounds.
Finally, in oder to complete our argument, we can men-
tion that the conflict with causality comes from the fact
that the distance between Alice and Bob, d, and the in-
terval between rounds, τ , can always be fixed in such a
way that dc > 2Nτ , where c is the speed of light. Mean-
ing that the speed of the information Bob is sending to
Alice is a faster-than-light.
We have shown that deterministic models of non-local
correlations cannot have memory, in the sense of Hy-
pothesis 1, otherwise it will lead to a contradiction with
special relativity. Our argument can be easily general-
ized to the case of memory of more than one round as
follows. If Alice’s box has memory of k rounds, we have
that p(an|xn, . . . , xn−k, f(yn, bn), . . . , f(yn−k, bn−k))
has a non-trivial dependence on
f(yn−1, bn−1), . . . , f(yn−k, bn−k). Once the sam-
pling protocol is completed and Alice and Bob are
aware of this bias, the signalization protocol is ba-
sically the same as before: they agree to fix the
values of xn, . . . , xn−k and the value of f(yn, bn); and
then Bob can encode the message in the values of
f(yn−1, bn−1), . . . , f(yn−k, bn−k).
Figure 3. Binomial distributions with parameters p = α = 0.4
and N = 882 (green line); and p = β = 0.5 and also N = 882
(orange line). This value of N is obtained from Eq. (23) for
k = 3. If, out of her N = 882 odd round outcomes she
observes a number of zeros below the intersection point at
the center, she has a 99.7% confidence level that Bob is not
entering y = 1 as his input on even rounds. Analogously, she
can discard y = 0 as Bob’s input with the same confidence
level when the number of zeros observed is above that limit.
V. SUMMARY
In this article we have studied the implications of mem-
ory effects in hidden signaling models for non-local corre-
lations in the (2, 2, 2) scenario. We showed that if it were
the case that nature resorts to hidden signaling with the
aid of memory to generate this kind of correlations, the
agents would be able to achieve faster-than-light commu-
nication. Of course, this result does not rule out hidden
signaling and, strictly speaking, we showed that if it ex-
isted, then memory effects would have to be forbidden
by nature in this kind of scenarios. As memory is a re-
source easily available in nature, it seems reasonable to
think of this result as new theoretical evidence against
hidden signaling as an explanation of non-local quantum
correlations.
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